A novel retrovirus provides the cooperating oncogenic event(s) required to demonstrate the tumor suppressor activity of p15Ink4b in myeloid cells in vivo.
Cancer is a multistep process resulting from an accumulation of several genetic changes. The determination of cooperating events in experimental models can help scientists decipher specific neoplastic pathways and place genes with similar functions in complementation groups. In leukemia models, retrovirus tagging is a powerful approach to determine genes that cooperate with oncogenic transgenes or tumor suppressors that have undergone targeted deletion. Experimental models for B and T cell leukemias involving transgenic c-myc were the first to show the utility of retroviral tagging. Here we review these experiments and present examples of new models of myeloid leukemia where retroviruses have collaborated with a transgene [Cbfbeta-MYH111 from Inv(16)] and with loss of a tumor suppressor (Ink4b) mice to induce disease.